Plot plan drawings in the process and power industries are considered key decision-making documents for projects and are normally initiated in the pre-contract, conceptual, and developmental stages of a proposal. These drawings indicate the locations of the main equipment and building structures at a plant that contain pipes and cable connections between equipment units. This study proposes a multi-objective pipe and cable routing optimization method for a thermal power plant based on effective interactions between a designer and computer. We applied an interactive satisficing trade-off method and genetic algorithms to perform combinatorial optimization with multiple objectives. To obtain pipe and cable route candidates for multiple-criteria decision-making, we applied an ant colony optimization algorithm to a rule-based automatic layout of pipe racks. The features of this method can be optimized simultaneously not only for pipe and cable routes, but also for the placement of pipe racks among multiple conflicting evaluation functions. These functions may include the total cost of the pipes and cables, total length of the pipe racks, number of roads straddled by pipe racks, and total number of pipes and cables on a pipe rack. Finally, the validity and usefulness of this method is demonstrated by solving a layout design problem involving pipe and cable routing for a gas-turbine combined-cycle power plant.
Introduction
The main equipment in a thermal power plant includes boilers, turbines, and generators; the auxiliary equipment includes heat exchangers, pumps, and fans; the incidental facilities are utilized for fuel, water treatment, and power transmission and transformation, and the onsite buildings include control rooms, electrical rooms, and service buildings. The equipment and buildings are connected by pipes, ducts, and cables arranged in an overarching system structure. For example, a 1 000-MW-output class thermal power plant represents a complex large-scale system with a total of at least 20 km of piping and at least 3 500 km of cabling. Plant layout design for pipes and cables is coordinated in conjunction with many different design departments; examples of such departments include mechanical, electrical, control and instrumentation, civil and construction departments. In addition, plans must be developed to allow for easy plant operation, maintenance, and inspection, while not wasting energy or driving up construction costs. Furthermore, the plant layout must be multi-objective based, meaning that it must simultaneously account for multiple evaluation indices, such as aesthetics and the ease of laying the foundation in addition to the construction costs and duration.
Optimization methods used for the automatic support of a variety of pipe routing designs have previously been proposed and have been intended for a wide variety of designs, such as chemical plants, power plants, waterborne ships, and aircraft. One example of such an optimization method is a technique considered for batch plant chemical processes, in which the optimum equipment installation and the shortest pipe routes are found through mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) (Guirardello and Swaney, 2005) . In addition, there is a famous optimization method utilized to search for the shortest routes using Dijkstra's algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) , which is a graph theory, and several methods have been proposed to improve calculation efficiency by combining the algorithm with heuristic searching (Hart et al., 1968; Yamada and Teraoka, 1998; Wang and Liu, 2011; Liu and Wang, 2015) . However, these methods are single-objective optimization methods used for determining the shortest pipe routes, and to the best of our knowledge, there are no useful examples of the multi-objective pipe routing scenario described above. In recent years, there has been active research efforts conducted on optimization methods for pipe routing problems using evolutionary computation. Examples include a proposed pipe routing search method using a genetic algorithm (GA) (Ito, 1999; Ren et al., 2014 ) and a pipe routing search method using particle swarm optimization (PSO) Dong and Lin, 2017) . In these methods, a design space is divided into a lattice, and the presence of the pipe elements passing through the lattice is sought through evolutionary computation, making it possible to easily avoid obstructions or pipe interference. In addition, a method has been proposed to search for lattice routes by using ant colony optimization (ACO) in the design of engine rooms for waterborne ships and aircraft (Jiang et al., 2015; Qu et al., 2016) . However, these methods are basically single-objective optimization methods used to search for the shortest routes while accounting for constraining conditions. The problem is that to handle large-scale design scenarios, such as that of a thermal power plant, computing time significantly increases depending upon the number of lattice divisions. In addition, although a method has been reported to optimize pipe branching point positions by applying a multi-evolutionary computation (Niu et al., 2016) , it is believed that searching for a Pareto optimal solution for all pipe routes in a plant is difficult to achieve within a reasonable amount of time. In addition, a knowledge-based expert system has been proposed for pipe routing design when designing chemical plants and ship engine rooms (Richert and Gruhn, 1999; Park and Storch, 2002) . The benefit of these methods is that the computational complexity is kept relatively low, but it is believed that a significant amount of labor is required to first enter the design knowledge into a computer database to enable multi-objective evaluation. Furthermore, some commercial CAD (computer-aided design) tools have automatic support functions for pipe and cable routing design. However, these functions only aim at semi-automation based on some design rules for the pipes and cable connections between equipment units after the plant layout, including a plot plan, was determined.
Therefore, the authors have chosen to address the design of thermal power plant layouts (plot plans), and have developed a multi-objective optimization system for plant layout design using a satisficing trade-off method (Nakayama, 1995) . This method is an interactive multi-objective programming technique that acts as the framework for the optimization effort. In a first report (Shirakawa et al., 2010) , an interactive design support method was proposed to realize the optimal layout solution intended by a designer through interactions between a designer and a computer. Furthermore, a layout optimization method was proposed using a GA that was ideal for planning and designing plot plans capable of producing various layout solutions. This method featured a relatively short computing time and simple design information. In addition, in a second report (Shirakawa and Arakawa, 2011) , a layout optimization method was proposed that was capable of efficiently searching for a solution by combining a global search using a GA and an automatic layout adjustment using PSO. These methods are characterized as satisfying safety criteria such as safety distance and space, while achieving optimal layout solutions through by simultaneously considering multiple evaluation indices. These indices include how cost-effective the pipes, ducts, and cables are, the maintainability of the plant facilities, the ease of the construction work, and worker convenience. However, previously, because more emphasis was placed on equipment layout design than pipe routing design, the length of the pipes and cables is expressed in Manhattan distance for the sake of convenience. Actual thermal power plant pipes and cables, from the viewpoint of maintainability and aesthetics, are not connected in a scattered manner by the shortest routes. Pipes and cables are concentrated several at a time on pipe racks, and then are connected to individual facilities with which they have an input-output relationship, while avoiding equipment and building structures.
The purpose of this study is to propose an optimization method to search for an optimal route for pipes and cables based upon multi-objective evaluation, in addition to the optimal layout solutions obtained by previously reported optimization methods. Specifically, it proposes the following three-stage optimization method. Initially, a pipe rack is positioned based on a design rule. Next, candidate route solutions for individual pipes and cables are extracted using ACO (Dorigo and Stützle, 2004) . Finally, a satisficing trade-off method and GA are used to combine all optimal routes for pipes and cables, and to solve multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems. The features of this method can be optimized simultaneously not only for pipe and cable routes, but also for the placement of pipe racks among multiple conflicting evaluation functions. Furthermore, this proposed method is premised on its incorporation into the previously reported multi-objective optimization system for plant layout design and thus has been devised so it may share designs and other data.
Plot plan design and multi-objective optimization system
A plot plan is a site layout drawing that shows the locations of equipment, building structures, roads, pipe racks, and the other elements that comprise a plant, while accounting for the geographical conditions of a construction site. During thermal power plant construction projects, basic planning and design is carried out according to customer inquiries, and then a design quote is submitted as a basis for computing construction costs. Specifically, a heat balance diagram defining plant performance, a plot plan realizing plant construction, and other plans are drafted, and then construction costs are computed based upon these design drawings. Accurate and appropriate decision-making is sought when designing plot plans to minimize cost overruns due to design changes made after receiving orders. However, designs made for quotes tend to be different from detailed designs for actually constructing plant facilities, with an emphasis on short-term construction cost estimates in upstream processes using limited design information. In this sense, the purpose of this study is not accurate pipe routing design involving the branching and joining of pipes, but support of designer decision-making based upon multi-objective evaluation to see if such pipe routing is logical.
We shall explain the multi-objective optimization system for plant layout design developed by the authors. In this system, we will use a satisficing trade-off method to solve multi-objective optimization problems by converting them to auxiliary optimization problems using the scalar function minimization in Eq. (1) to search for the Pareto optimal solution intended by a designer.
where i f is an evaluation function we shall describe later, i f is the aspiration level (designer's target value), and
 is the design variable vector. X represents the feasible region of x , α is the minute positive value (that is, 6 10  ), and i w is the weight and is automatically determined by Eq. (2).
f is an ideal point and is generally provided by , and other functions
A pipe rack is a steel frame used to support multiple pipes and cables that connect equipment. Furthermore, cables run through ducts on the pipe racks in a similar manner to the pipes themselves. By bunching pipes and cables together and passing them through the pipe racks to as large a degree as possible, it is possible for them to share support members, thus enabling efficient utilization of plant space. In other words, laying pipe racks out in a logical manner contributes to a more economical arrangement through the sharing of support members, leading to improved maintainability and aesthetics through effective use of plant space. However, when 3 f is reduced, then pipes and cables tend to run about and lengthen. In addition, when pipe racks straddle roads, they need to be elevated (by constructs built high above ground) or buried underneath so they do not interfere with the movement of vehicles and heavy machinery. That is, when 4 f is reduced, workability and maintainability may be expected to improve because there are fewer elevated or subterranean workspaces. However, when 4 f was reduced, pipes and cables are locally concentrated, and 5 f increases. Furthermore, when the number of pipes and cables laid on a pipe rack considerably increase, the rack width may become too large, making it difficult to support the pipes and cables. In this scenario, the number of pipe rack levels and earthquake resistance must be increased. In other words, decreasing 5 f is beneficial for pipe rack earthquake resistance. However, when 5 f is decreased, the pipe and cable routes become more scattered and 3 f increases. Furthermore, 1 f and 2 f are strongly dependent not only on the numerical value of 3 f , but also on the layout of the pipe racks. In this manner, each evaluation function is in a complex, mutually competitive trade-off relationship.
In design procedures for plot plans in actual design settings, problems are large-scale and the evaluation indices to consider are wide-ranging, so equipment layout design and pipe routing (hereinafter, also including cable) design are kept separated and performed hierarchically. Correspondingly, the optimization method proposed herein sequentially deals with the equipment layout optimization in the first report (Shirakawa et al., 2010) and the pipe routing optimization in this study. Pipe routing optimization according to this design procedure makes the output results of equipment layout optimization a precondition, and thus sometimes equipment layout must be corrected upon determining pipe routing. In such cases, it is possible to improve the overall layout from a comprehensive perspective through the automatic layout adjustment in the second report (Shirakawa and Arakawa, 2011) . In this study, we focus on pipe routing optimization; Fig. 1 shows an applicable system configuration. This system follows the interactive layout solution method proposed in the first report (Shirakawa et al., 2010) , which involves the fusion of computer intelligence and the designer's knowledge. Below, we shall explain a computational algorithm referring to Fig. 1 .
Step 1: Search for an optimal equipment layout solution based on the equipment layout optimization method introduced in the first report.
Step 2: The designer sets the aspiration level values for each of the evaluation functions described above.
Step 3: Search for the optimal pipe routing solution candidates approaching each aspiration level (set in Step 2) through the pipe routing optimization method (explained in Chapter 3) for the optimal layout solution (obtained in Step 1).
Fig. 1
Flowchart of the functional structure of the proposed system. An optimal equipment layout (Step 1) is obtained by the multi-objective optimization system for the plant layout design in the first report. This figure draws only the piping route optimization section that focused on the entire system. Step 6
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Step 4: Associate equipment layout data and pipe routing data and record in database. Furthermore, it is possible to synthesize plot plan layout data and a solid model of all facilities (equipment, building structures, and pipe racks), and then render a conceptual drawing (bird's eye view) on three-dimensional CAD. This is conducted to investigate evaluation indices for which it is difficult to formulate the aesthetics of power plants, their harmony with the surrounding environment, and other conditions.
Step 5: Extract multiple pipe routing results approaching each aspiration level and display them as optimal layout solution candidates, while referring to the database. That is, the plot plan and its evaluation function values are shown to the designer.
Step 6: The designer evaluates the multiple plot plans presented in Step 5 from a comprehensive perspective, and then selects the most ideal plot plan. Then, the designer determines whether the selected plot plan is satisfactory. If the designer is not satisfied, the process returns to Step 2, and then repeats Steps 2-6 in a loop. If the designer is satisfied, the procedure proceeds to Step 7.
Step 7: The designer makes a final decision on the plot plan selected in Step 6 for an optimal layout solution.
Proposed method
Pipe routing for thermal power plants involves countless combinations with a high degree of design freedom. Thus, it is difficult to search for a Pareto solution set that is an optimal combination, in a short amount of time, using conventional multi-objective evolutionary computation methods. Therefore, the purpose of this proposed method is to simplify pipe routing design and develop an initial temporary layout of a pipe rack based on a design rule. Next, using ACO, which is a technique for evolutionary computation, we will extract several route solution candidates for each pipe and cable connection on a temporary pipe rack layout. Finally, from amongst the route solution candidates per each pipe and cable connection, we will search for the optimal combination based upon the multi-objective evaluation presented in Chapter 2. Subsequently, the pipe rack layout is finalized together with route solutions for all pipes and cables. By using this three-stage optimization method, it is possible to narrow the design freedom step by step and efficiently search for a solution within a short period. We shall explain the three-stage optimization method in detail below.
Temporary pipe rack layout according to a design rule
We held a hearing on pipe rack layout designs with skilled designers. The following points were found to be the most important takeaways from the hearing:
・ In principal, pipe racks are horizontally or vertically arranged across a plant site from the viewpoint of plant facility maintainability and workability; they are not laid out diagonally.
・ As much as possible, pipe racks are laid out along equipment from the viewpoint of pipe support being earthquake resistant.
・ As much as possible, pipe racks are laid out in places in long continuous straight lines from the viewpoint of workability and aesthetics. In doing so, places with bending pipes (elbow pipes) and pipe pressure loss is reduced, thus improving plant performance.
Therefore, in this proposed method, a temporary pipe rack layout is determined by the following rule-based procedure.
Step 1: Pipe racks for all equipment (including building structures that do not allow pipes to pass through) are thinly laid out in straight lines in four directions (front, rear, left, and right), reaching the plant site boundary or other equipment.
Step 2: Priority is given to the longest possible pipe racks in Step 1. First, pipe racks shorter than a prescribed length in the horizontal direction ( min x ) and vertical direction ( min y ) are removed. Furthermore, parallel pipe racks with spaces narrower than a prescribed width ( min w ) are removed. Here, longer pipe racks are left, and shorter pipe racks are removed. If pipe racks lengths are the same, then pipe racks along equipment previously defined as high in priority are left, and others are removed.
Step 3: Pipe rack connection points are determined for all equipment. First, equipment nodes are placed at equipment Fig. 2 Equipment layout of the site in the trial design problem. There are six equipment units, and the connection of pipes and cables between the six equipment units refers to Table A in the Appendices. Furthermore, there is a three-way intersection where a junction between three road segments.
center points. Next, connection nodes are set at points intersecting pipe racks within the range of a prescribed radius ( min r ) in four directions (front, rear, left, and right) from the equipment nodes. If equipment and pipe racks are not adjacent, then additional pipe racks are set between equipment and connection nodes.
Step 4: Finally, relay nodes are set to intersect with pipe racks in the vertical and horizontal directions. The coordinates of each node (equipment nodes, connection nodes, and relay nodes) and node numbers of the relation which each node adjoins are stored in a database as preparation for ACO computation in the next section.
Here, we will address the trial design problem for the equipment layout results shown in Fig. 2 . There are six equipment units in this problem. The connection relationship between this equipment is shown by the line list in Table  A in the Appendices, wherein there are ten pipe connections and five cable connections. We shall explain each of the steps described while referring to Fig. 3 . First, Fig. 3 (a) assumes a layout of pipe racks arranged to the front, rear, left, and right of the six equipment units according to Step 1. Here, the center points of each unit of equipment are assumed to be equipment nodes 1-6 in Fig. 3 (a) (black points in Fig. 3) . Thus, the number of pipe racks is too large, so we try to reduce them according to Step 2. Furthermore, the priority of the equipment increases as the equipment node number increases. Here, we assume min min 50 m x y   and min 6 m w  , and min 18 5 m r .  . The short pipe racks enclosed by the A, B, and C dotted lines in Fig. 3(a) are of length min y or less, and thus are removed. The two adjacent pipe racks enclosed by dotted line D in Fig. 3(a) have spaces of min w or less, and thus the long pipe rack in the front is kept, and the short pipe rack in the rear is removed. Similarly, the two pipe racks enclosed by dotted line E in Fig. 3(a) with spaces of min w or less are of the same length, but equipment 4 is higher in priority than equipment 3, so the pipe rack to the rear connected to equipment 4 is kept, and the pipe rack to the front connected to equipment 3 is removed. By doing this, a temporary pipe rack layout with little redundancy is determined as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Next, we determine the connection points of the pipe racks to the six equipment units according to Step 3. Connection nodes 7-22 in Fig. 3 (c) (blue points in Fig. 3 ) are found as intersection points within a circle of radius min r from the center points of each unit of equipment. Here, because connection node 11 is not adjacent to equipment 2, a pipe rack is added between equipment 2 and connection node 11. Finally, relay nodes are determined as the intersection points of the pipe racks in the horizontal and vertical directions, according to Step 4. In doing so, relay nodes 23-44 in Fig. 3 (d) (red points in Fig. 3 ) are found. According to the above, in this problem, there are totally 44 node points: 6 equipment node points, 16 connection node points, and 22 relay node points.
Extraction of pipe routing solutions according to ACO
ACO, which was proposed in the 1990s by Dorigo et al., is an algorithm that hints that ants can find the shortest route between two points via pheromones (Dorigo et al., 1996) . It has previously been applied to many combined optimization problems that search for the shortest route, such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP) (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997) . In addition, many modified ACO algorithms have been proposed to address designs. The ACO algorithm used in this study references past research (Jiang et al., 2015) . In other words, we apply a multi-ACO algorithm for which it is easy to find routes through which pipes may be collectively run by increasing the amount of pheromones in places where multiple pipes are passing through, instead of searching for the shortest route per individual pipe. Jiang et al. have proposed a method in which optimal route solutions for multiple pipes are sought according to ACO using a single-objective evaluation function based on a linear weighted sum. However, the method proposed by Jiang et al. has the assignments. That is, it is necessary to adjust the weights of the evaluation functions depending on a design problem. Moreover, because ACO is prone to fall into a local solution of a large-scale problem (Dorigo and Stützle, 2004) , there is a disadvantage in that the calculation amount increases. Thus, if the pipe number increases, the solution search performance will decrease. Therefore, to avoid these assignments, the authors use ACO to list a variety of route solution candidates, including the shortest routes. Assuming a hierarchical optimization method to search for a final optimal route solution from among these route solution candidates using a GA, decreased solution search performance owing to ACO is avoided. In addition, in the multi-objective optimization by the satisficing trade-off method explained in Chapter 2, there is no need for complicated adjustments, such as weighting between evaluation functions. Below, we shall explain the ACO algorithm used in this study.
Step 1 
Step 2. Solution search: The probability,
at node a will move to adjacent node b is presented as follows: Table A Table A) , select likely connection nodes to move through with the probability in Eq. (4) from among the set of connection nodes with input equipment (From side). They then select relay nodes to move through with the probability in Eq. (4) from among the set of nodes adjacent to the selected connection nodes, and then sequentially select relay nodes to move through. If the selected relay nodes arrive at the connection nodes with output equipment (to side), then the route search is successful. However, agents remember the first node they passed through and then eliminate them from the available node set so they do not pass through it again. Through this removal process, some agents (fatal individuals) unable to arrive at the output equipment (to side) will arise, but it will be possible to remove circuitous routes unsuitable for pipe connection. Furthermore, as the generation number grows, the amount of pheromones in routes through which agents successful in route searching have passed increases, so the probability of succeeding in the route search becomes higher. If the agents are successful, then the node number line and the length of the successful route are stored in the database, and the global cumulated total is taken for the number of individual agents that reached the same successful route (number of times route reached).
Step 3. Pheromone update: The amount of pheromones is updated using Eq. (5). That is, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) imitates pheromone volatilization, and the amount of pheromones,
for generation t are uniformly weakened by evaporative factor ρ ( 0 9 ρ .  in this study). The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) imitates pheromone adhesion due to the passage of agents, and the more agents passing through a route, the more the amount of pheromones increases. In this manner, the amount of pheromones for generation 1 t  is updated by   
where
is the amount of pheromones newly adhering to a route   a , b owing to agent h in pipe  , which becomes larger in value as the distance across this individual circuit 
Combined optimization of pipe routing according to GA
The costs for the route solution candidates extracted by ACO in the previous section are computed by multiplying the distance and unit value (for example, unit cost in Table A f and 2 f are the small costs (shortest distances) from search results according to ACO in the previous section are self-evident. Therefore, place individuals that are shortest route solutions into one initial parent generation (for this individual, the gene sequences are all zero). The remaining individuals are random gene sequences. Then, compute the fitness function value, k F , of parent individuals using Eq. (7) described below.
Step 2. Crossover: Crossover pair parent individuals are selected from parent individuals by a prescribed crossover rate, c P ( 60% c P  in this study). Subsequently, the selection pressure is proportional to the fitness, and the selection probability rises with the conforming parent individual. The crossover method randomly stipulates multiple crossover points, with multi-point crossovers exchanging gene bits at the crossover points, and two child individuals generated per crossover pair. Then, the fitness function value, k F , of child individuals is calculated using Eq. (7) described below.
Step 3. Evaluation and selection: Compute the fitness function value, k F , of each individual by scalarizing the multiple evaluation functions in Chapter 2 using Eq. (1). Then, as in Eq. (7), use a cubic function to scale them. Then, for survival of the fitness selection, combine the roulette selection using a fitness proportionate selection, and elite preservation selection leaving the best individuals to the next general, where, ga N individuals (next generation parent individuals) are selected from among parent individuals and child individuals. 
where k S is a scalarized function value of Eq. (1) for each individual, and max S and min S are scalarized function values for the worst individuals and best individuals, respectively.
Step 4. Mutation: The mutation method is used to invert the gene bits of each individual by a prescribed mutation rate m P ( 3% m P  in this study). Furthermore, if the scalarized function value, min S , for the best individuals has not been updated within the past 50 generations, then to prevent premature convergence phenomena, large mutations are generated at mutation rate 50% m P  . Then, calculate the fitness function value, k F , of the mutated individuals using Eq. (7). Furthermore, the best individuals shall not mutate, from the viewpoint of consistency with elite preservation selection described above.
Step 5. End condition: Repeat Steps 2-5 and proceed with the next generation until the scalarized function value, min S , converges for the best individuals. Furthermore, in this study, if the scalarized function value, min S , for the best individuals has not been updated within the past 500 generations, then it is regarded as converged and the calculations have ended. Furthermore, the layout for the pipe racks is found by leaving the routes through which one or more of pipes ( 1 2 p , , , N    ) are passing through, and removing routes where no pipes are passing through.
Application results

Application results for trial design problem
The purpose of this section is to examine the performance of the proposed method. Here, we shall multi-objectively determine an optimal route solution using the trial design problem in Fig. 3 explained in Section 3.1. In the problem in Fig. 3 , the number of equipment units is six, and from the connection relationships between equipment shown by the line list in Table A in the Appendices, the number of pipe connections is ten, and the number of cable connections is five.
ACO search results
First, the ACO in the proposed method was used to search for route solution candidates for a total of 15 pipes and cables. Here, the ACO parameters are 20 aco N  and 500 T  , so route searching is by 20 500 10 000   individuals (10 000 times) per each pipe and cable connection. Then, we extracted a total of 16 routes: eight routes in the order of shortest distance from the searched routes, and eight routes in the order of most number of individuals (number of times). Figure 4 shows the search results of ACO per each connection of pipes and cables. The horizontal axis of the graph in Fig. 4 is distance, and the vertical axis is the number of times. Data marked with • represents 16 extracted routes, and data marked with × represents the remaining routes that were not extracted. For example, in pipe 2 in Fig. 4(b) , 8 658 out of 10 000 individuals were successful in route searching (the remaining 1 342 individuals failed in route searching); this represents a success rate of 86 58%
. . Thus, they present a relationship between distance and number of times for a total of 875 routes (16 extracted routes marked with • and the remaining 859 routes marked with ×) found from a total of 8 658 individuals successful in route searching. Similarly, in cable 3 in Fig. 4(m) , 9 060 individuals out of 10 000 individuals are successful in route searching (the remaining 940 individuals failed in route searching), representing a success rate of 90 60%
. . Thus, they present a relationship between the distance and number of times for a total of 642 routes (16 extracted routes marked with • and the remaining 626 routes marked with ×) found from a total of 9 060 individuals successful in route searching. We find that the success rate for route searches by ACO is quite high. The highest success rate is 99 97%
. for pipe 5 in Fig. 4(e) , and the lowest is 82 11% . for cable 1 in Fig. 4(k) , averaging 95 62%
. . This is because as ACO searching proceeds, the amount of pheromones in good routes found to be successful in searches gradually becomes higher, and the outlook for route searching becomes better. In addition, we find that a significant number of routes are found. The highest number of routes is 2 078 routes for pipe 8 in Fig. 4(h) , and the lowest is 270 routes for pipe 1 in Fig. 4(a) , averaging 755 routes. Calculating the combined total number from these search results, there are 42 1 640 10 .  routes, and despite such a small-scale problem, it is difficult to find the suitable route solution intended by the designer through trial and error. The 16 extracted routes in the individual pipes and cables tend to be short in distance and high in number of times. However, the shortest distance route does not necessarily indicate the highest number of times. This suggests that diverse route solution candidates are sought out by ACO in the proposed method. In addition, long-distance routes greatly detour and meander, and are unsuitable for connecting plant pipes and cables. Such routes tend to be quite small in the number of times and are found to be reasonably removed from solution candidates.
Multi-objective optimization
Next, we used the GA in the proposed method to solve combined optimization problems for each of the 16 routes for a total of 15 pipes and cables. The total combined number from the GA according to the proposed method is .  routes according to the extraction of solution candidates using the ACO described above and decreases the calculation load for the solution search according to the GA. Five evaluation functions were explained in Chapter 2. The calculation conditions here represent three cases: a first aspiration level prioritizing 1 f and 2 f , second aspiration level prioritizing 3 f and 4 f , and third aspiration level alleviating 5 f constraints. We performed five trial calculations for each aspiration level, changing random numbers (initial individuals also different depending upon random numbers). Search results for each connection of pipes and cables by the proposed ACO. 
. From the search results obtained using the ACO described above, the route solutions where 1 f and 2 f are smallest are easily determined by combining the routes with the shortest distances. However, when there are multiple routes with the shortest distance, we adopt routes with a higher number of times. The route solution determined in this manner is referred to as an initial route solution, and each evaluation function value is    Table 1 . The pipe rack layout for this initial route solution is as shown in Fig. 5(a) , and Table B(a) in the Appendices shows each route for pipes and cables. For example, pipe 2 reaches equipment 3 from equipment 1 via relay nodes 8, 25, 24, 29, and 13. Similarly, cable 3 reaches equipment 3 from equipment 6 via relay nodes 22, 41, 40, 35, and 15.
The initial route solution is one feasible solution, but is not a Pareto optimal solution. This is because it is possible to improve one or more evaluation functions ( 3 4 f , f , and 5 f ), excluding 1 f and 2 f , through a combination of other shortest distances. Therefore, the first aspiration level is set to    Table 1 by the 299th generation on average (smallest 154, largest 645). This first optimal solution pipe rack layout is as shown in Fig. 5(b) , with Table B parallel pipes and cables is eight between relay nodes 31 and 32 in Fig. 5(d) .
Computing time
In this manner, we find that diverse optimal route solutions intended by a designer are obtained through interactive operations of the designer and computer according to the proposed method. Furthermore, the calculating time, using a personal computer (Intel TM Core TM i7-3770S CPU @3.10 GHz), is approximately three minutes per 10 generations for ACO unit calculation processing and approximately three minutes per 10 generations for GA unit calculation processing.
Application results for thermal power plants
We shall explain a case applying the proposed method to the plant layout problem of a gas-turbine combined-cycle power plant (total output 280 MW). In this case, there are 30 equipment and building structures, and the main connection relationships between the equipment and building structures are considered. There are 38 pipe connections and 28 cable connections.
Optimization result
Figure 6(a) presents an onsite layout diagram, wherein a skilled designer with 20 years or more of continuous work experience lays out equipment and building structures by a conventional design procedure and then lays out pipe racks based on the route of the pipes and cables. As in the previous section, there are five evaluation functions explained in Chapter 2. In this study, the pipe route optimized calculation is performed by the proposed method for the optimal layout solution obtained by the equipment layout optimized calculation in the first report. The aspiration level value for each evaluation function is set to the same value as in the layout result of a skilled designer (Fig. 6(a) ), and the ideal point in Eq. (2) is assumed to be a value half of that of the aspiration level value. First, we extracted a total of eight routes: four routes in order of the shortest distance per pipe and cable connection from the ACO search results, and four routes in order of the highest number of times. Then, according to GA search results, route solutions even better than those obtained by the skilled designer were obtained by the 3 405th generation, and largely converged at optimal route solutions by approximately 7 000 generations. Figure 6 (b) is a plant layout diagram for an optimal route solution obtained by the 7 691th generation of a GA. Table 2 compares the evaluation function values from the layout result of a skilled designer (Fig. 6(a) ) and the layout result from the proposed method (Fig. 6(b) ). However, it presents each evaluation function value normalized to 100 in the skilled designer layout result (Fig. 6(a) ). As shown in Table 2 , the proposed method compared to a skilled designer is superior in each objective function value ( 1 2 f , f , and 3 f ), regardless of each constraining condition Table 2 Application result for a gas-turbine combined-cycle power plant. This shows the result of the optimal routing solution using the proposed method, with each of the evaluation function values for the routing result of a skilled designer normalized to 100.
Discussions
value ( 4 f and 5 f ) being the same. The layout developed by the proposed method in Fig. 6(b) and that for equipment and building structures developed by a skilled designer in Fig. 6(a) resemble each other, but the pipe rack layout is slightly different. The skilled designer shows a tendency to lay out the pipe racks to the periphery of the plant site from a viewpoint of the ease of construction work, while the proposed method shrinks the length of pipes and cables by generally laying them out between equipment on the inner side. In particular, as the pipe racks at three corner parts (the upper right, lower right, and lower left) of the plant site are removed in Fig. 6(b), 3 f is reduced when compared with Fig. 6(a) . Moreover, as the layout result from the proposed method (Fig. 6(b) ) can shorten the length of the pipes and cable connections between equipment units, it can decrease 1 f and 2 f when compared with a skilled-designer layout result (Fig. 6(a) ). In addition, as a piping designer takes charge of the design of a pipe rack, a skilled designer tends to give priority the placement of pipe racks to the pipe routing design and has a tendency to neglect the cable routing design. On the other hand, as the proposed method can lay out the pipe racks taking pipe and cable routing into consideration simultaneously, 2 f is relatively more improved rather than 1 f . Further, 4 f and 5 f are kept the same in both the proposed method and the layout developed by the skilled designer. The total number of parallel pipes and cables is also comparable. That is, the layout result from the proposed method has satisfied the constraining conditions. According to the skilled designer, the layout result by the proposed method may need to be adjusted somewhat accounting for problems in pipe installation and aesthetics, but the optimal route solution that can reduce the construction costs more is obtained. This suggests the usefulness of design support methods through multi-objective optimization systems for plant layout design.
Conclusions
In this study, we addressed multiple-criteria decision-making problems for pipe routing design and proposed an interactive multi-objective optimization method that uses designer and computer interactions to simultaneously consider not only pipe and cable routes but also pipe rack layouts intended by a designer. Specifically, we constructed a multi-objective optimization system for pipe routing design in which a satisficing trade-off method was used as a framework and additionally generated diverse pipe routing solution candidates through ACO. Then, we applied the method to plant layout problems in an actual thermal power plant and confirmed the usefulness of the proposed method.
The results of this study are summarized as follows: 1. We developed a multi-objective optimization system capable of emulating designer-computer interactive layout solution methods in previous reports and seamless automatic support of both equipment layout design and pipe routing design in plot plans. 2. We proposed a route optimization method for generating diverse pipe routing solution candidates at high speeds by referencing past research and adopting a multi-ACO algorithm for the parallel processing of multiple pipe routing. 3. For simplifying the pipe routing design, we proposed a three-stage optimization method in which pipe racks are first temporarily laid out based on a design rule, and then pipe routing solution candidates are extracted by ACO, and then finally pipe racks are laid out while searching for combinations of optimal pipe routing solutions using a GA. 4. We verified the usefulness of the proposed method by applying it to plant layout problems in actual gas-turbine combined-cycle power plants and comparing it against the layout results of a skilled designer. The issues in past research solved by the proposed method are as follows: 1. The proposed method is capable of simultaneous multi-objective optimization of pipe and cable routes, along with and pipe rack layouts that account for multiple evaluation indices. Subsequently, there is no need to put effort into adjusting the weight between evaluation functions (order of priority) as in past research. 2. The proposed method can search for diverse pipe routing solutions within a short time and with simple design information, therefore facilitating its application in upstream design processes. These processes include planning designs such as plot plans for various plants, and conceptual designs in which one wants to attempt several design conditions.
Appendices
Table A Piping and cabling line list for the trial design problem. This shows the connection relation and unit cost of pipes and cables between the six equipment units shown in Fig. 2 . 
